
YUSUF PATHAN

Yusuf Pathan (Gujarati: àª¯à«•àª¸à«•àª« àªªàª àª¾àª£) (born 17 November ) is an Indian International cricketer. Pathan
made his debut in first-class cricket in /

He scored a fifty off just 29 balls in the second ODI against England in Indore , on his 26th birthday. He has
only faced 45 balls this season but scoring just 40 runs off them is inexcusable for a player expected to score
quickly. Although he couldn't carry on to score a big innings, his brief cameo was enough to gauge the
incredible confidence that the man had in his ability to hit the ball. Yusuf was bagged by Kolkata Knight
Riders ahead of the IPL auctions to sort the middle-order wobbles in the side. Despite his knock, the team lost
the game and crashed out of the tournament without making it to the semi-finals. In the IPL season , he scored
runs and took 8 wickets. Pathan clobbered the New Zealand attack with his aggressive innings, smashing an
unbeaten from 96 balls and shared an unbroken run partnership with Saurabh Tiwary to guide India to a huge
target of with seven balls to spare and give the hosts a 4â€”0 lead in the series. Yusuf is a typical lower middle
order batsman, capable of giving the innings a mighty push in the slog overs with an uncanny ability to clear
the ropes. ESPNcricinfo staff. At the awards distribution ceremony he stated that "this knock will boost my
career". But his ability to clear the fence is undeniable and, along with Virender Sehwag and Yuvraj Singh, he
remains one of the cleanliest strikers of the ball that India possess at the moment. Add to that, he is a handy
off-spinner and his capabilities as a world-class all-rounder make him an asset that any team would die to
have. He has an incredible strike rate of over in all IPL matches. His inability to make boundaries is another
glaring fault this season with him scoring just two boundaries in the 45 balls he faced this season. Pathan made
in the first innings and an unbeaten from balls in the second innings to help his team chase down a mammoth
target of  He averages a poor  Thanks to his stream of good performances, he made it to the Indian team for
World Cup, [11] and also scored for just 37 balls vs Mumbai Indians in IPL  After spending seven years at the
KKR, SRH bought him for the season in a bid to add solidity to their middle-order. He has 2 ODI centuries to
his name and both were incredible knocks; the first one was a match winnings against New Zealand in
Bangalore and the next was a stunning against South Africa in Centurion - a knock where he nearly snatched
victory from the jaws of defeat. In late , Pathan was dropped from the limited overs team after a series of
unproductive performances. Shane Warne called that innings as 'one of the best he has ever seen'.
Chinnaswamy Stadium in Bangalore. By Srivathsa. He opened the batting for India in the match, and scored
15 runs in the process. Yusuf married Mumbai-based physiotherapist, Afreen who gave birth to a baby boy on
17th April  The innings also included 11 consecutive hits to the boundary 6, 6, 6, 6, 4, 4, 6, 4, 4, 4, 4. Yusuf's
impressive showing for Rajasthan Royals in the Indian Premier League in - runs with four fifties at a
strike-rate of - earned him an ODI call-up for the tri-series in Bangladesh and the Asia Cup in Pakistan.


